The Lunar gravity field is determined from the tracking data of previous missions to the Moon with the 1998-99 Lunar Prospector (LP) mission being the major contributor. LP provided the first measurement of the gravity field in a low polar circular orbit giving complete coverage at high resolution for the entire lunar nearside. However, since there is no direct measurement of the lunar farside from LP or any other mission, gravity details for the farside gravity are greatly limited. Even so, it has become apparent that there are mascons on the farside of the Moon together with the newly identified mascons in the LP data for the lunar nearside. The extended mission low altitude data (at times less than 10 km above the surface) has gravity information for the nearside to nearly degree and order 180.
Introduction
Lunar Prospector (LP), NASA's third Discovery mission and the most recent lunar mission, was launched January 6, 1998 and after a series of maneuvers was placed in a near circular orbit less than two weeks later on January 15 at an altitude of 100 km (see Binder et al, 1998 and . LP remained in this polar 2-hour orbit for about oneyear for the duration of the nominal mission. This provided global coverage for the gravity experiment every 14 days except for the occultation of the spacecraft whenever it disappeared behind the Moon. On December 19, 1998, the altitude of LP was reduced to an average of 40-km to calibrate the gravity field in preparation for an even lower extended mission. LP began its extended mission on January 29, 1999, when the spacecraft was lowered to an average of 30 km to obtain higher resolution gravity, spectrometer, and magnetic data. At the end of mission on July 3 1, 1999, the LP spacecraft impacted the lunar surface in an unsuccessful attempt to detect water vapor in the rising dust from impact.
Since there has been no direct observation of the lunar farside gravity by any lunar mission (i.e., it is never visible from the Earth), tracking data from all missions prior to LP provide important information for the lower degree harmonics (i.e., polar moment of inertia) and large scale features in the farside gravity. In fact with the LP data only, the farside mascon features discussed in this paper are not visible. The farside gravity information comes from the observed long-term effect on the spacecraft orbit. This farside hole in the gravity data is by far the biggest challenge in processing all the lunar gravity data and obtaining a reasonable gravity solution. The gap is about 33% of the surface since we can track the spacecraft about 20" over the limb. Originally a relay subsatellite was proposed for LP to provide direct measurement of the farside gravity but was canceled in order to reduce cost. However, the Japanese SELENE mission in 2003 has a relay subsatellite planned for the direct measurement of the farside gravity.
mission (Akim, 1966) and was followed in August of that same year, by the first U . S .
Lunar Orbiter (LO-I). By August of 1967, four additional orbiters 111, IV, and V) were placed in orbit with various orbital inclinations and eccentricities. Many published their analysis of the gravity field. Using a spherical harmonic expansion of .the gravity field, Lorell and Sjogren (1968) produced an 8x4 model, Liu-Laing (197 1) a 15x8 model, and Michael and Blackshear (1 972) a 13x13 model. Muller and Sjogren ( 1968) , using a new technique of differentiating the Doppler residuals, provided the accelerations along the line-of-sight (LOS) from the tracking station to the spacecraft. This produced a frontside gravity map that displayed large positive gravity anomalies within the large circular maria basins with low topography. This unexpected discovery was opposite of any geophysical model at that time and started the development of new models of the Moon's interior. These features were called mascons (short for "mass concentrations").
In addition to the Lunar Orbiters, the Apollo 15 and 16 missions, in 197 1, released two subsatellites with S-band transponders that provided substantial tracking data at orbital inclinations of 10" and 30" and initial circular altitudes of 100 km. From these data as well as tracking data from the Apollo Command Service Modules (CSM), many additional lineof-sight analyses were performed (e.g., Phillips et al., 1972 on the Serenitatis mascon) in addition to surface mass distribution models by Wong et al. (197 1) and Ananda (1977) .
Further spherical harmonic analyses of the lunar gravity were continued into the late 1970s by Ferrari (1977) and Bills and Ferrari (1980) , but at most degree and order 16. The resolution of the gravity solutions were limited due to the extensive computational time required. However, with the availability of improved computer power in the 1990s, The
Lun60d gravity model of Konopliv et al. (1993) extended the resolution to degree and order 60 (-602 coefficients) using all the available historic data (Lunar Orbiter I-V, and
Apollo 15 and 16 subsatellites). Although this first high resolution model predicts orbit behavior very accurately, it has strong aliasing in the higher degrees (50 to 60) showing a lot of noise in maps of the lunar surface. However, when surface maps are generated only through degree 50 much of the noise is removed allowing for geophysical interpretation.
Subsequent JPL models (e.g. Lun75f) developed prior to LP have less noise and maintain the orbit prediction accuracy. More recently, the GLGM-2 model of Lemoine et al. (1997) included the Clementine tracking data with the same historic Lunar Orbiter and Apollo data.
They showed that the Clementine data, acquired in 1994 from an elliptical orbit with a higher periapse altitude of 400 km, provided improvement in the low degree (n=2,3) and sectoral terms (to degree 20) of the gravity field. The Clementine laser altimetry data, however, provided the global shape of the Moon for the first time . This topography together with the gravity allowed for substantial improvement in the geophysical modeling of the Moon (Zuber et al. 1994 ).
LP Gravity Models
The initial models that included the LP tracking data were 75th degree (LP75D and LP75G, see Konopliv et al., 1998) and after the nominal mission were followed by 100th degree models (LPlOOJ and LPlOOK, see Konopliv and Yuan, 1999) . These models are available from the Planetary Data System (PDS) Geosciences Node (wwwpds.wustl.edu).
LW5D was the "30-day" report field and contains tracking data to February 15, 1998.
LP75G contains data to April 12, 1998 and was the subject of the last LP gravity publication . The model highlights included the improvement of the normalized polar moment of inertia by about a factor of five (0.3932 k 0.0002) and the several new mascons at the high latitude locations on the nearside as well as indications of mascons on the farside of the Moon. Prior to LP, all known mascons were on the nearside and associated with large maria filled impact basins. Several new mascons were found for impact basins with little or no evidence of maria fill indicating an origin more closely tied to the dynamics of the impact (Neumann et al., 1996) . With indications of mascons on the farside there is less likely a nearside/farside crustal dichotomy origin for mascon formation.
The identification of additional mascon features in the latest higher degree models (LPlOOJ, etc.) provides additional support for this interpretation.
The LP IOOJ model includes all the LP Doppler and range data through February 8 ,
1999
; that is, all the nominal mission data in the 100-km orbit, all the 40-km average altitude data of about 40 days, and the first 10 days of the 30-km average altitude orbit. A similar follow-on model (LP1OOK)added the rest of the extended mission data and, thus, contained all the tracking data from the LP mission. All the LP models also include all the available data from the previous missions of Lunar Orbiter I-V, the Apollo 15 and 16 subsatellites and Clementine as described by Konopliv et al. (1993) and Lemoine et al. (1997) . The LPlOOJ and LPlOOK models probably provide the best orbit determination accuracy versus computational time required to determine the orbits and would be the models suggested for the initial operational use for SELENE or other future missions.
Typical orbit uncertainties for the LP nominal mission were 0.5 meters in the radial direction (altitude) and 5 meters in the other two directions (along the velocity vector and normal to the orbit plane); see Carranza et al. (1999) . Because of the farside hole in the gravity and the associated large uncertainty, the gravity field will have to be tuned for orbits that are not an exact repeat of the LP orbits. For example, without fine-tuning of the gravity field using the expected SELENE data, the orbit error would be about 20 meters radially and on the order of one km in the alongtrack direction. Fine-tuning of the gravity field by including the SELENE tracking in the gravity solution would reduce the error to the LP levels. However, the LP models should accurately predict the altitude behavior of any circular orbit for inclinations greater than 80" (to several hundred meters for month long predictions).
The 100th degree models extract most of the gravity information from the nominal 100-km altitude mission with very little signature left in the remaining Doppler residuals.
However, with the extended mission, LP at times reached to within 10 km of the actual surface especially over the south pole mountains and farside highlands. In general, the extended mission contains gravity information to roughly degree. An attempt has been made to model the gravity field to degrees higher than 100 but not quite to 180. Using a method similar to the determination of the 180th degree model for Venus , a 165th degree model (LP165P) was estimated in multiple steps. This solution is complete to degree 122 and then estimated in segments to degree 145 and then 165, but this process has not been as successful as in the Venus case. There is strong aliasing at the end and beginning of the cutoff degrees 122 and 145 and it is most likely due to the lack of global coverage from the farside hole. As a result of this data gap, the coefficients are strongly correlated and estimating the field in sections becomes difficult. at the higher frequencies to degree 165 that is useful for nearside studies. Even so, future models that solve for all coefficients in a single step will be much better. Although at this time, the high degree models are difficult to evaluate because of the lack of global high resolution topography. The best global model currently available is the Clementine lidar model GLTM2 to degree 90 .
The high frequency information in the LP data is also available for study with the LOS data that has been delivered to the PDS Geosciences Node as above and includes all the Doppler data from the nominal and extended mission. In similar form to the Magellan gravity LOS investigations (e.g., Barriot et al, 1998 and McKenzie and Nimmo, 1997) , the Doppler residuals are with respect to a higher resolution gravity model (in this case, LPlOOJ) and thus contain the gravity signature beyond the modeled degree .
Gravity Data
All the lunar missions used in determining the gravity field (LO, Apollo, Clementine, LP) were tracked at the S-band frequency (2. In terms of data quality, the older LO data contained many uncoupled maneuvers to point the spacecraft for picture taking. These turns not only introduced antenna motion into the Doppler data but dynamically broke the gravity information in the data arc. The LO-V data set is exceptionally noisy from a possible hardware problem. Even so, the entire LO data set is important for the determination of farside gravity features. The first three Lunar
Orbiters were near equatorial with inclinations between 10" and 20". LO-N was near polar (i=85") but was very eccentric and provided little gravity information. LO-V also was near polar (i=85") but less eccentric with periapse at the equator with an altitude of 100 km.
When over the poles, the LO-V altitude was 600 km. For all but the LP165P solution, the LO data set is weighted with an accuracy of about 1.0 mm/s except for parts of the LO-V data which was weighted near 10 mm/s. In general, the weight of the data is near the RMS of the Doppler residuals. The LP165P solution slightly deweights the historic LO and Apollo data by a factor of 1.8.
The Apollo 15 and 16 subsatellites were simple spin-stabilized spacecraft released from the Apollo CSMs. They performed no propulsive maneuvers and so are ideal for gravity study. The Apollo 16 subsatellite was released in a 10" inclined circular orbit and impacted the Moon 35 days later strictly due to the influence of the gravity field. The lifetime of any spacecraft only under the influence of the gravity field depends only on the inclinations of the orbit, and so any orbiter with a 10" inclination would likewise impact.
The Apollo 15 subsatellite was released in a 29" orbit and lasted for several years. At times it was sparsely tracked (one-hour or one orbit per day) and so the gravity information is very limited in this data. In fact, multiple day arcs are difficult to converge with this limited tracking. There were several dedicated tracking times of one or two weeks with tracking every third orbit that provided a lot of farside information. There is no problem of orbit convergence with this much tracking. Except for LP165P, the typical data weight is again
The Clementine mission provided tracking data for the gravity field from February 19 to May 4, 1994 where for one month periapse was located at 30" S and for the next month at 30" N (both with a 415 periapse altitude). About two-thirds of the tracking of Clementine was from the DSN with 10 second compression times and an RMS data noise near 0.3 mm/s. Although for this gravity investigation, the data was compressed to 60 seconds outside a one-hour interval around periapse. The remaining tracking was from the Pomonkey station of the Naval Research Center. The data noise from this station was much higher at near 3 mm/s . Because of tracking file conversion problems, the Pomonkey data were not included in the JPL gravity solutions but this has a very small effect. Although the Doppler RMS was somewhat smaller than LO, the Clementine data was weighted also near 1.0 mm/s for all solutions. Lemoine et al. 1997 and Konopliv et al. 1993 give good overviews of the historic LO, Apollo and Clementine data.
The behavior of the Apollo 16 subsatellite is a dramatic display of the strong influence of the gravity field on the orbit. The challenge for LP was determining the long term trend of the spacecraft altitude since no prior spacecraft orbited the Moon in a low altitude circular polar orbit. If the altitude dropped like Apollo 16, then the LP mapping orbit would be very different and the mission would last at most 6 months with no extended mission because all the fuel would be used to maintain a safe altitude. There was a wide range of possible behaviors predicted by propagating different gravity fields. Figure 1 shows the actual behavior observed for LP once it was inserted into a circular orbit on January 15, 1998, together with the predictions from 5 gravity fields determined prior to LP (Lun60d of Konopliv et al. 1993 , GLGM-2 of Lemoine et al. 1997 , Bills and Ferrari 1980 , Liu and Laing 1971 . The predictions from the LP based models (LWSG, etc.) match the actual observed altitude and so correctly incorporate the long term trend of LP. The actual LP altitude ends after 60 days when a maneuver was performed to raise the altitude. In addition, the altitude drop for the Apollo 16 subsatellite is shown for comparison even though it has a different orbit inclination. The Lun60d model was chosen to design the mission and it turned out to provide the best prediction of any available model. The differences of being out of phase after 20 days in the model predictions of the more recent models (Lun60d and GLGM-2) have been traced to differences in coefficients as low as degree 10. However, when looking at the RMS differences of the gravity spectrums versus degree, there does not appear to be any large discrepancy beyond the associated uncertainties of the gravity fields. The wide range of predictions is really a consequence of the lack of farside gravity data.
With the altitude behavior in the initial LP orbit shown to be reasonable, the altitude could easily be maintained between 80 and 120 kilometers for uniform collection of the spectrometer data. A maneuver was required every 2 months to adjust the orbit. This In addition, with the much lower altitude for the extended mission, the mismodeled farside gravity had a much stronger effect on the RMS fit of the data arcs. With two-day data arcs it was impossible to adjust the gravity field to fit to the data noise. The data arcs with periapse on the nearside fit better and a data weight of 2.0-3.0 m d s was used. The data arcs with periapse on the farside (the last three months of the mission) had data weights near 4.0-6.0 m d s . The LP range data noise, however, is consistent for the entire LP mission with an RMS noise of about 0.5 meters for the 1000 plus range points collected every day of the mission but with a 2-meter data weight used in the gravity solution.
However, the range data does not strongly influence the gravity solution. Since LP is in a circular polar orbit, the groundtracks converge near the pole and the observations become more dense. For this reason, the LP observation weighted sigma is adjusted for latitude 41 (Cnew = ~&f*COs-*'*($). Table 1 lists the missions included in the gravity solutions along with the number of observations (two-way and three-way Doppler plus range for LP) and typical arc length.
For each given arc, the spacecraft position and velocity are estimated with the spacecraft trajectory being continuous over that time interval. For LP, the data arcs are typically 2 days long or 24 orbits. The lengths of the arcs were chosen to maximize the amount of gravity information included in the solution while minimizing the negative effects of unmodeled nonconservative forces on the spacecraft which increase with longer arc lengths. Although the lack of farside data makes it more difficult to choose the appropriate arc length since, for example, irregular solar pressure solutions may be due to errors in the farside gravity. Arcs could be confidently longer if farside gravity were observed.
LP Spacecraft
The LP spacecraft is a simple spin-stabilized cylindrical spacecraft with a height of The spacecraft spin also had to be characterized for the LP open-loop recordings of the carrier signal for the purpose of timing the occultation events. The. amplitude modulation showed that the spin period has changed over the course of the mission but was maintained to under one percent for any one orbit.
Gravity Modeling
All the lunar mission observations were processed using JPL's Orbit &termination Program (ODP) (see Moyer, 1971) ; the software set used at JPL for navigation of all planetary spacecraft. The ODP was modified for use on the CaltecMJPL HP Exemplar SPP2OOO supercomputer and it estimates the spacecraft state and other parameters using a square root information weighted least squares filter (see Lawson and Hanson, 1995; Bierman, 1977) In general, the LP spacecraft is very clean with no momentum wheel desaturations, a simple solar pressure model, and no atmospheric drag to estimate. Although outgassing of some sort is evident in the solar pressure solution at the beginning of the mission and decays to negligible values after the first 30 days of the mission. LP is a good spacecraft to study the long term effects of the gravity field. Of course the major limiting factor in its use is the lack of direct farside gravity observation. If the farside is mapped by a future mission, the LP data should provide excellent information on the k, Love number for example. A maneuver was performed to adjust the LP spacecraft altitude about every 56 days for the nominal mission and every 28 days for the extended mission. None of these large maneuvers were included in a data arc since data arcs were chosen to begin and end at maneuver times. Typically every two weeks, an additional small maneuver was performed to adjust the spin rate or spin pole direction. Data arc start and stop times were also chosen to occur at these maneuver times to limit nongravitational mismodeling.
The gravitational potential of the Moon is modeled by a spherical harmonic expansion with normalized coefficients (Cnm, Snm) and is given by n=2 m=O where n is the degree and m is the order, F n m are the fully normalized associated Legendre polynomials, a, is the reference radius of the Moon (1738.0 km for our models), Q is the latitude, and h is the longitude. The normalized coefficients are related to the unnormalized by (see Kaula, 1966) where 60, is the Kronecker delta function. The harmonic coefficients of degree one are fixed to zero since the origin of the coordinate system is chosen to be the center of mass of the body.
The lunar gravity field was developed using the lunar orientation specified by JPL planetary ephemeris DE403. On the ephemeris, the orientation of the Moon with respect to the Earth Mean Equator of 52000 (EME2000) is given by three Euler angles (Newhall and Williams, 1997) : (1) the rotation by angle <p about the Z-axis from the vernal equinox or Xaxis of EME2000 to the intersection of the ascending node of the lunar equator, (2) the tilt up about the X-axis by 8 to match the lunar equator, and (3) the rotation by w along the lunar equator to the lunar prime meridian. These three angles describe the lunar librations to a very high accuracy (2-3 cm accuracy for the Lunar Laser Ranging, Dickey et al. 1994) and were determined from numerically integrating the lunar orientation together with the planetary positions. These three angles give a lunar body-fixed coordinate system with axes aligned with the lunar principal axes.
All the results of the lunar gravity fields presented here use the body-fixed lunar orientation of DE403. If, however, one wishes to use the lunar gravity field with the IAU I lunar pole and prime meridian, some corrections must be made. The TAU orientation, either IAU-1991 (Davies et al. 1992) or IAU-1994 (Davies et al. 1996) , is also a lunar bodyfixed orientation with some lunar librations included but with the body-fixed axes specified by the mean-pole of the Moon. These axes are offset from the principal axes of DE403 by rotations using three small angles and amounts to about 700 meters at the lunar surface for two of the angles. The conversion from mean (M> axes of the IAU to the principal axes (P)
is given by Williams 1996 for DE245. The angles for DE403 change slightly and are . These terms come from spherical trigonometry relations for the three small rotations above. With the IAU series converted to the principal axes, the remaining differences between the DE403 coordinate fi-ame and the IAU are due to truncation of the libration terms in the IAU series. Figures 2 and 3 show the magnitudes of the position differences in the body-fixed axes on the lunar surface of the corrected IAU-1991 and IAU-1994 coordinates, respectively, with the DE403 axes. The results of using the IAU-1991 axes amount to errors in lunar orientation of 440 meters during the LP nominal mission whereas the maximum errors from using IAU-1994 are 140 meters.
Gravity Results
Once all the observables are processed into one information array, the gravity field needs to be constrained because of the large farside gap in the gravity data. If there is no constraint the coefficients take on unrealistically large values (purple/black region). Figure   4 shows the lunar gravity solution with the above mentioned data for an unconstrained 50th degree solution (LPSOPNOAP, i.e., No A Priori). The large fluctuations in the gravity field clearly show the gap where there is no direct farside observation of the gravity field. Where there are no large fluctuations, the gravity field is well determined, and so this figure is useful to show which features can be studied in detail with the LP gravity fields.
The typical constraint method is to bias the coefficients toward zero based upon a power law versus the degree of the coefficient. The previous lunar gravity solutions , Konopliv et al. 1993 ) have used-this method with an inverse square of the degree n (power law -l/n2). Recent Mars gravity models have used the power constraint for only the high frequency terms such as n>50 (Smith et al. 1999 , Yuan et al. 2000 . Another constraint method is to constrain the solution spatially instead of a spectral constraint. This method proved useful for the high resolution model of Venus where there is substantial regional variation in data resolution and also for a pre-MGS gravity model (Konopliv and Sjogren, 1995) to correctly specify the amplitudes of the Tharsis volcanoes. The use of this technique, however, has not been as successful for the lunar gravity models. The farside gap is too large to result in a reasonable power spectrum with a spatial constraint.. When the spatial constraint is applied, there is too much power in the higher frequencies. The constraint strongly affects the power in the RMS magnitude spectrum for degrees greater than about 15. So, again, a spectral constraint is used for these LP gravity models (LP1005, LP165P use 3.6/n2 which is slightly greater than the actual observed spectrum). Figure 5 shows the RMS magnitude spectrums for the higher resolution gravity models prior to LP (Lun60d of Konopliv et al. 1993 , GLGM2 of Lemoine et al. 1997 ),
one of the first LP gravity models LP75G of Konopliv et al. 1998 , and a 50th degree lunar gravity model with the same data set as LP165P but with no gravity constraint (LPSOPNOAP for NO A Priori). The Lun60d model has very near the same power as the LP models except for the aliasing in the higher degrees (50 to 60) where there is too much power (and noise as discussed above). The power of the GLGM2 model is reduced too much beyond degree 20 due to deweighting of the data. The uncertainty or RM5 sigma of LP75G is too small due to the initial tight constraints on the gravity coefficients but was corrected for models that followed (LPlOOJ, ...). The observed power for all the LP models is about 2.5~10-~/n*. Although with the farside gap there is a large uncertainty in the power spectrum beyond about degree 16-20. At this degree, the unconstrained solution strongly
deviates from the power law and so becomes the limit for accurate global interpretation of the gravity field. Unfortunately, the investigation, for example, of a possible farside and nearside crustal dichotomy is limited to this degree. We also do not expect the actual power spectrum to be much larger than 2 . 5~1 0 -~/ n~ since the theoretical uncompensated gravity from topography from Smith et al. 1997 is near 3 . 5~1 0 -~/ n~. Figure 6 shows the spectrum for the LPlOOJ and LPl65P models. The LPlOOK spectrum is very similar to LPlOOJ. The aliasing in the last five degrees of the spectrum is evident for the LPlOOJ model as it was for LP75G. The aliasing is much stronger for the lunar gravity mdels than what has been observed for the Venus or Mars gravity models and is most likely due to the farside data gap together with low altitude nonobserved farside spacecraft orbits. However, the aliasing was smoothed for the LP165P model at degrees 122, 145, and 165 as can be noted in the RMS sigma spectrum where an additional power constraint was applied for those five to ten degree intervals to smooth the RMS spectrum.
The determination of LP165P in three groups of coefficients as mentioned above has resulted in a RMS spectrum that is not as smooth as it would be if all the coefficients were estimated with one step. The spectrum is very smooth to degree 110 with very little noise but beyond this degree the noise increases although the resolution of many smaller features (such as Tycho crater) improves. Future efforts will be to develop a model that provides a smoother spectrum and less noisy result. With the noisier extended mission data, degree 165 seems to be about the limit of the data accuracy.
The second degree coefficients of the lunar gravity field plus the lunar libration parameters (Dickey et al. 1994) give the normalized polar moment of inertia for the Moon (C/MR2). The results for the LPlOOJ, LPlOOK, and LP165P models are consistent with C/MR2= 0.3932+ 0.0002 and the lunar core constraints reported for the LP75G model . The solution for the polar moment is most sensitive to the relative data weight between the LP data and the Clementine data set (a 20% change in the relative data weight changes CMR2 by 0.0001). This sensitivity will remain until there is direct farside gravity observation at which time the uncertainty in the second degree coefficients should significantly improve. Because of the farside gap, realistic uncertainties for the low degree coefficients are perhaps as high as 5 times the formal uncertainties. The RMS differences between the coefficients of the LPlOOJ and LP165P solutions are greater than the RMS uncertainties of LPlOOJ by about a factor of two for coefficients less than degree 20. RMS differences are significantly smaller than the uncertainties for coefficients with degree greater than 20. The Love number solution for LP165P is k, = 0.026 k 0.003 (10 times the formal error) and it is even more sensitive to relative data weights and combinations than C/MR2. Even so, results overall from various solutions tend to be less than the Lunar Laser Ranging (LLR) result of k, = 0.030 k 0.001 and may be a result of core ellipticity (Dickey et al. 1994) . Farside data would significantly reduce aliasing in the Love number solution.
The maximum global resolution for the lunar topography is still the 90th degree solution from the Clementine laser altimeter with a gap in the polar regions from 75" latitude and higher. Additional regions have been mapped in detail such as the polar nearside regions by Earth radio interferometry (Margot et al., 1999) and the full polar regions by Clementine stereo digital elevation maps (Cook et al., 2000) , but as of yet no global h g h resolution model has been pieced together. LP radio occultations (Asmar et al. 1999) give topographic height measurements along the lunar limb ahd may help resolve the absolute elevation differences of the radio interferemetric and Clementine stereo models as pointed out by Cook et al., 2000 . Once there is a higher resolution global model, evaluation of the high resolution gravity will become easier. Figure 7 shows the correlation of the latest LP models (LWSG, LPlOOJ, LP165P) with harmonic topography GLTM2 of Smith et al. (1997) . Each subsequent model has shown an increase in correlation. The large negative correlation at degree 10 and continuing to about degree 20 is due to the lunar mascons (mostly the five principal nearside mascons, Konopliv et al. 1998 ).
The map of the gravity field LP165P at the lunar surface, as mentioned above, is very clean to degree 1 10 for the nearside. At degree 165 noise is visible in the solution, but geophysical interpretation to this degree may still be possible. But for purposes of display, Figure 8 shows the vertical gravity at the lunar reference sphere with radius 1738.0 km with out the J, coefficient for the nearside to degree 110 and for the farside to degree 60.
Again displaying the farside to only degree 60 diminishes the noise in the map and more clearly shows the partial resolution of the farside features. There will always be a large amount of high frequency noise for the farside until direct observation of the gravity is made. Since the geoid attenuates the high frequency, Figure 9 shows both the farside and nearside potential surface to degree 110, again without the J, term. Contour lines are shown on these two plots for every 100 milligals for the vertical gravity and every 100 meters for the geoid (solid black for positive and dashed white for zero or negative). The LP tracking data has clearly revealed many new additional mascons (currently 18) as listed in Table 2 . Gravity anomalies for the mascons are for LP165P to degree 1 10
(except for Schickard which shows better resolution at degree 145). Amplitudes to degree 145 are generally nearly the same but significantly noisier and changes to degree 165 are partly Mendel-Rydberg) have no evidence of mare fill and so are most likely a result of a denser mantle plug.
Since the lunar farside gravity is not directly observed, it is difficult to identify mascons on the farside. However, we believe there are strong indications of mascons for 6 large farside basins as listed in Table 2 .Most of these features have been identified before as negative anomalies (Ananda 1977 , Konopliv et al. 1993 ).
However, in the LP models it has become apparent that theye features also have a central gravity high in the center of the basin with a surrounding negative ring. In fact, the appearance of a mascon north of Korolev lead to the confirmation of the DiricMet-Jackson basin by the Clementine stereo elevation data (Cook et al. 2000) . So it is not possible to determine mantle plug size and look for correlations with basin size or age. All that can be said is that they likely exist. Many other farside basins such as Ingenii, Planck, Birkhoff, Mendeleev, and Poincare will probably turn out to be mascons once the farside gravity is directly observed. The amplitudes in Table 2 are given through degree 60 using the LP165P model although amplitudes can change somewhat for different models.. The LP165P amplitudes are strong for Moscoviense and Freundlich-Sharanov but LPlOOJ shows better peaks for the Hertzsprung and Korolev basins.
In addition to the mascons, the LP gravity models resolve many craters to diameters near lOOkm or larger. Table 3 gives a partial list of craters where they are listed by age group as described by Wilhelms (1987) . Gravity values are given for the floors and approximate rims, which for many craters are not very clear since rims are not complete 
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